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ABSTRACT 

 
THE IMPACT OF BUFFER ZONE CHANGES ON THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE PALEOZIC 

LOWER CUTLER BEDS OF UTAH 

 

Siavash Rastaghi, M.S. 

 

The University of Texas at Arlington, 2011 

 

Supervising Professor:  John M. Holbrook  

The Shafer basin fluvial units, as being part of the Paradox fold and fault belt basin, 

received sediments from alluvial fans through mixed braided-meandering river systems that 

eroded the clastic rocks of the Uncompahgre highlands to the northeast and flowed 

southwestward through aeolian dune fields to an open sea during Pennsylvanian to early 

Permian time. The best exposed rocks of the Lower Cutler beds were photographed and 

investigated along the Colorado River in the Shafer and Canyonland basins. The Architectural 

Element Analysis technique was used to categorize bounding surface orders, and to identify 

lithofacies and fluvial elements such as lateral accretion bars, channels and overbank deposits. 

Both merged photographs and outcrop panel drawings were used for this project. The objective 

of the method was to dissect fluvial sand-sheets and to characterize their origin and the 

depositional environment under which they were deposited. Therefore, Architectural Element 

Analysis was applied to the FL2 interval of the Permian Cutler Group in two Shafer basin 

locations (Potash and Goose Neck) and to the FL3 interval in the Canyonland basin location of 

Utah. In the Goose Neck fluvial unit, a ~thirty five meters long and ~five meter deep valley 

incision surface bisects the section into two intervals of mixed meandering and braided bars. 

Moreover, numerous mid-channel bars on the top of the FL2 strata are indirect evidence of a 
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transition toward braided systems at the top. Similarly, the ~seven meters thick Potash section 

is bisected by multiple nested-valley surfaces bound by a regional sequence boundary. The 

multiple valleys are filled by several channel belt (CB), and channel fill elements such as 

downstream accretion bar element (DA), overbank, etc. that are produced by progressive 

transitions between braided and meandering paleo-rivers. 

The base of all of the fluvial units is punctuated by a regional sequence boundary. The 

fluvial sequence boundary was created through paleo-river re-washing and removing of dry 

aeolian and deeper buried interdune sand-sheets in places. The sequence boundary records a 

hiatus at the base of the FL2 interval; however, it is not punctuated by erosion, but rather by a 

facies transition and aggradation of the Canyonland rocks, the FL3 strata landward. This 

discrepancy may be explained by the strata’s location relative to the paleo-sea level shoreline, 

subsiding basin, and sediment source. The change in the rivers profile related to cycles in 

sediment/discharge ratio caused incision and aggradation at a higher frequency than the rate of 

subsidence. This process resulted in cut and fill of buffer valleys concurrent with an overall trend 

of aggradation tied to continued subsidence. The result is aggradation punctuated by periods of 

incision during sand-sheet deposition. This result contrasts with traditional models of fluvial 

aggradation and deposition of low-accommodation sandstone sheets that presume these 

sheets are accumulated by linear progressive stacking. The Lower Cutler deposits in the Shafer 

basin thus represent aggradation by stacking of channel deposits and their incision by high 

order valley surfaces that shows regional changes in paleo-river dynamics. Permian fluvial 

strata are marked by higher-order surfaces of re-incision in what otherwise appear to be 

progressively stacked channel belts.   

The last phase of FL3 deposition is marked by severe seismic activity. The liquefaction 

of bars at the top of the interval confirms that the basin was active at the time of FL3 deposition 

and that a high frequency earthquake greater than 6.5Mo likely occurred.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Virgilian-Wolfcampian fluvial rocks of the Lower Cutler beds are interpreted to have 

been deposited by rivers that transported sediments in alluvial fans extending from the 

Uncompahgre uplift in a southwestern paleo-direction (Mack, 1977) (Figure 1) This research 

investigates the Lower Cutler beds in three locations (Figure 2). Two fluvial outcrops are in the 

Shafer basin (Figure 3), and one in the Canyonland (Figure 4). The inquiry empowered by 

Architecture Element Analysis will clarify the paleo-river systems that have created mixed 

braided/meandering bars in the subsiding Shafer and Canyonland basins. It will also illustrate 

their magnitude and their spatial variance within the buffer zone that dictates the FL2 and FL3 

fluvial architecture. In another words, FL2 and FL3 will be compared and contrasted in terms of 

downstream sea-level buttress controls versus climate.    

Of special interest in the study of the Lower Cutler beds fluvial formations was the 

second stratigraphic unit FL2 of the Shafer basin (Jordan and Mountney, 2010) (Figure 7 and 8) 

and the uppermost fluvial unit, FL3, in Canyonland National Monument, respectively (Figure 4). 

Rocks of the Lower Cutler beds were photographed and investigated along the Colorado River 

in the Shafer and Canyonland basins. Both fluvial locations in the Shafer basin (Potash, and 

Goose Neck) are expressed as elongated sheets throughout the area. Marine transgressive 

facies also separate both aeolian and fluvial strata in the Lower Cutler beds (Jordan and 

Mountney, 2010). The heterolithic strata generated by these transgressive, regressive fluvial 

and aeolian units within the Lower Cutler beds have complex architecture (Jordan and 

Mountney, 2010). Although there is an abundance of literature about the Lower Cutler beds 

aeolian sand dunes and their origins, the fluvial units have not been extensively researched in 

terms of their fundamental architecture, fluvial patterns, and spatial variation within buffer zones. 
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Thus, the investigation was undertaken to gain a better understanding of the complex 

Lower Cutler fluvial deposits and to redefine the nature of the paleo-rivers that flowed and filled 

the Shafer and Canyonland basins. Specifically, this is an investigation to organize the fluvial 

styles (channel fill, channel, channel belt, valley etc.), to create a 3-D fluvial bar model, and to 

identify the prime controlling mechanism of their deposition. The application of Architectural 

Element Analysis (AEA) and lithofacies associations will also cast light on the Lower Cutler 

beds strata and will aid in constructing models based on modern sedimentary environments that 

are used as analogs for characterization of ancient fluvial rocks. 

1.1 Background and previous works 

The Lower Cutler beds are exposed in southeastern Utah within the Paradox basin, the 

northern part of which is termed the Paradox fold and fault belt (Kelley, 1958a) (Figure 1). The 

Paradox basin in the Early Permian was situated just north of the equator and was rotated as 

much as 45° clockwise from its present orientation (Condon, 1997). The Lower Cutler beds 

were originally named the Rico Formation (McKnight, 1958). 

The Shafer basin fluvial units, as being part of the Paradox basin, were bounded on the 

northeast by the Uncompahgre uplift of the ancestral Rocky Mountains during Pennsylvanian to 

Early Permian time (Barbeau, 2003) (Figure 1). Alluvial fans fed the basin with sediment 

through a braided river system (Mack, 1977) that eroded the clastic rocks of the Uncompahgre 

highlands to the northeast and flowed southwestward through aeolian dune fields to an open 

sea (Terrell, 1972) (Figure 5). 

FL2 fluvial strata are in the Potash location in the Shafer basin. The studied strata are 

about 19 km to the city of Moab in the southeast part of Utah. The FL2 unit in the Shafer basin 

(Goose Neck) is approximately 21 km to the southwest of Moab along the Colorado River. 

Finally, the Canyonland fluvial unit is situated just about 41 km southwest of Moab in the 

Canyonland basin (Figure 2 and 4). 
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Figure 1: Paradox basin structural map shows Lower Cutler beds sediment source in the 
Uncompahgre uplift to the northeast juxtaposed to the basin which filled the Paradox basin 

through alluvium. Blue arrow shows the studied area in the Shafer basin (modified from Kelly, 
1958). 

 
Aeolian dunes commonly occupied dune fields in the distal portions of the basin 

comprising south-easterly migrating trends (Loope, 1984, 1985). These dune fields were 
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flanked on their western margin by a shallow sea that periodically transgressed eastward across 

low-relief parts of the basin plain (Loope, 1984) (Figure 5). 

 
 

Figure 2: Two boxes on the map represent the studied area. Upper box contains A1 and A2 
locations (Potash and Goose Neck) and location B in the Canyonland basin. 

 
              Deflation surfaces recording dune erosion to the surface of water table (Loope, 1985) 

are abundant and are indirect results of sea-level changes (Langford and Chan, 1989). The 

initial sea-level drop caused a drop in the water table and more down-cutting of the fluvial 

systems and erg progradation because of mobilization of sand. With sea-level rise, sand was  

A1 

Potash 

A2 

 Goose 

Neck 

Canyonland        

basin 
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Figure 3: (A1 - A1-1) are studied Lower Cutler beds in the Shafer basin (Potash) and (A2) is the 
same fluvial unit in the Shafer basin (Goose Neck) location. 

 
saturated and sand drift as a source to feed aeolian ergs halted. In addition, depletion of the 

sediment supply produced a deflation surface that was colonized by vegetation. Transgression 

also shifted facies basin-ward, and that movement produced sand-starved conditions and 

downwind–progressing deflation surfaces (Langford and Chan, 1989) (Figure 6). 

1.2 Lithofacies 

The Lower Cutler beds end with the Cedar Mesa limestone, which is overlain by the 

beds of Upper Cutler Group strata called the Cedar Mesa Sandstone. The Cedar Mesa 

Sandstone, Organ Rock Formation and White Rim Sandstone are in the Upper Cutler Group 

and are not investigated in this project. Lithofacies of the Lower Cutler beds are strata above 

the Hermosa bed, or equivalent aged rocks, and are a mix of quartzose and arkosic sandstone 

and minor conglomerate, mudstone, siltstone, and limestone (Mack, 1978; Cain and Mountney, 

2009). The Lower Cutler beds are the medial to distal deposits of the Cutler Formation 

(undivided) and are the lowermost part of the Upper Cutler Group (Figure 9). 

A1 
A2 

A1-1 
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Figure 4: Topographic map showing the location of the studied Lower Cutler beds in the 

Canyonland basin. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5: General paleo-direction of barchan dunes and fluvial river at the time of Lower Cutler 
beds deposition (Jordan and Mountney, 2010). 

 
 

B 
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Figure 6: Model illustrating the formation of deflationary super surfaces in aeolian sandstone, 
modified from Langford and Chan (1989). Dunes cease to climb and interdunes climb while 

migrating and they preserve underlying dune deposits. (A) First order surfaces separate dune 
foresets, (B) Continued migration of dunes without deposition truncates first order surfaces, 
(C) Non deposition or erosion occurs. Deflation to ground water table results in a low relief 
erosion surface, (D) Growth of vegetation on deflation surface creates bioturbated horizons 

beneath the erosion surface. 
 

1.3 Stratigraphy 

There are ten reported shallow marine transgressions in the Paradox basin (Jordan and 

Mountney, 2010). There are three common facies transitions in the basin: (I) marine-fluvial, (II) 

marine-aeolian, and (III) aeolian-fluvial (Jordan and Mountney, 2010). Loope (1984) has found 

five major facies associations. However, Cain and Mountney (2009) recognized eight lithofacies 

in the Lower Cutler beds of the Paradox basin and three lithofacies associations, fluvial, aeolian, 

and marine, which is consistent with this study (Figure 16 and17). 
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Figure 7: Investigated dominant sedimentology within the Paradox basin along the modern 
Colorado River (Jordan and Mountney, 2010). 

 

              The fluvial association is comprised of multiple valley, channel belt, channel surfaces 

and channel fill elements with overlying and underlying aeolian association. Aeolian facies are 

large trough and planar cross-bedded dunes, and sand-sheet facies that are interpreted to be 

interdune deposits (Hunter, 1977; Jordan and Mountney, 2010). The transgressive marine 

association includes deposits of carbonate ramp, channel mouth bar, and shallow marine fine- 
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Figure 8: Schematic cross-section of the Lower Cutler beds. The studied fluvial strata may 
actually be a section of undifferentiated fluvial unit FL2 and FL3 proposed by Jordan and 

Mountney (2010). 
 
grained mudstone (Terrell, 1972; Mack, 1977; Loope, 1984; Halley and Schmoker, 1983; 

Tucker et al., 1990; Bromley, 1996; Clarkson et al., 1998). 

Generally, the genetic units of the Cedar Mesa, Lower Cutler beds and Upper Honaker 

Trail Formation (Hermosa) had vertical accretion rates of several centimeters per year and 

could have been deposited during periods of heavy sand influx that were triggered by the 

regression of sea level simultaneously with an ongoing subsiding basin (Loope, 1985). If 

marine/non-marine cycles in the Rico and Hermosa bed are analogous to cycles of similar ages 

in neighboring regions, their transgressive/regressive cycles were in the range of 400,000 to 

800,000 years (Loope, 1985). The T/R cycles then can be of the 4th and the Lower Cutler beds 

strata were produced by tectonic and eustatic processes of 3rd-order Milankovitch cycle (Table 

1). 

Mineral measurements indicate that there is as much as a 50% decrease in the 

percentage of high density minerals between the non-marine Cutler Formation (Permian) and its 

lithofacies equivalent, the marine Cedar Mesa Sandstone, in the vicinity of Moab, Utah (Mack, 

1978) (Figure 10). The significant change in mineralogy from heavy fragments near the 

sediment source to the feldspar deposited away maybe the byproduct of an active reworking of 
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sediments in a shallow marine environment. The increase of compositional maturation to the 

south and southwest part of the Permian Cutler beds in Moab was produced by mechanical 

breakage and recycling of the grains (Mack, 1977). 

 
 
 

 
Figure 9: Stratigraphic column of basin-fill units in the Paradox basin. Compiled from Wengerd 

and Matheny (1958), Pray and Wray (1963), Elias (1963), Peterson and Hite (1969), and 
Condon (1997). 
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Figure 10: Change in relative percentage of total feldspar (circles) and total rock fragments 
(squares) as a function of distance from the source in the braided system and shallow marine 
environment. Upper diagram: Coarse sand size fraction; middle diagram: Sand-size fraction; 

lower diagram: Fine sand-size fraction (Mack, 1978). 
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CHAPTER 2 

METHODS 

Architectural Element Analysis is a technique that was used in this research to interpret 

the deposition of fluvial strata. An architectural element is defined as a depositional system 

equal to channel fill components like thalwegs, depositional bars, overbank , and typically larger 

than one lithofacies unit, trough cross-bedded sandstone (St), ripple marks (Sr), etc. (Miall, 

1985). Furthermore, Architectural Element Analysis is a method that investigates facies 

assemblage, internal geometry, and external form within third- through fifth-order bounding 

surfaces containing other smaller-order surfaces and sedimentary structures within a 

fluvial/deltaic depositional unit (Figure 12, Table 1). The lower and upper bounding surfaces 

maybe concave up, convex up, erosional, planar and irregular (Miall, 1985, 1988a, 1988b, 

1991b) (Figure 11, 12, 13, Table 1). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 11: Hierarchy and dissection of a large scale   depositional system to small bed forms 

defined by   Architectural Element Analysis (Miall, 1985). 
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Figure 12: From the top: First-order surface within a microform that creates cross- bed set 

bounding surfaces that represent trains of sedimentary bedforms. 2nd-order is a surface that 
truncates first-order surface, or first-order surface lap down on it. 2nd-order bounding surface is 

associated with minor change in flow direction (Table 2). Lower photo: 3rd through 5th-order 
bounding surfaces. 3rd-order is a surface that binds first-to-second order bounding surface. 3rd-
order normally down-lap on the cut-bank channel (5th -order) and is associated with erosional 

macroform surfaces (Miall, 1985, 1988a, 1988b). Refer to Figure 14 and Table 2 
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Table 1: Hierarchy of depositional units based on time scale of processes, sedimentation rate 
and rank of each bounding surface in alluvial deposits (Miall,1991).     

 
 

 
The history of architectural elements and bounding surfaces starts with Brookfield (1977) who 

was the first to apply bounding surfaces and their hierarchical orders to aeolian dune sets. Allen 

(1983) was the first author to use the term fluvial architecture as geometry and internal strata of 

channel and over-bank deposits that could be arranged into genetically related strata from 

others by bedding contact (Figure 14). 

Hierarchy of a depositional unit in alluvial deposits (modified from Miall, 1991) 
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Figure 13: Basic architectural elements in fluvial deposits (modified from Miall, 1985, 1988a, 
1988b). 
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Holbrook (2001) used architectural methods to interpret the fluvial records of the Dakota 

Group, their facies assemblages, and bounding surfaces (Figure 15). He also has established 

sets of rules that are guidelines to distinguish and classify bounding surfaces (Holbrook, 2001). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 14: From the top to the bottom: (A) Brookfield bounding surface in aeolian dune. In 
Brookfield’s method, the first-order surfaces are major laterally extensive, flat lying, convex-up 
bedding planes between draas. 2nd-order is  low to moderately dipping surfaces bounding sets 

of cross-strata formed by the passage of dunes across draas. Third-order surfaces are 
reactivation  surfaces bounding bundles of laminae within cross-bed sets and are caused by 

localized change in wind velocity and/or direction, (B) Allen’s bounding surfaces in  fluvial 
deposits, (C) Miall’s bounding surfaces (Figure 11, 12, Table 1). 

 

Architectural elements require bounding surfaces definition. The surface analysis 

method establishes lamina as the lowest bounding surface (zero), and ripple marks, small bed-

forms, and first-order reactivation surfaces that bind bundle of laminae within cross-bed sets 

A. 

B. 

C. 
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and are caused by velocity/direction flow change. Zero and first order surfaces are bound by 

higher order surfaces, i.e., dune surface (mesoform or mesoscale coset) of second order 

surfaces. The 2nd-order is bounded by 3rd-order surfaces that cross-cut set and cosets and are 

enveloped by 4th-order surfaces. A point bar and levee top, or a small channel scour are typical 

examples of 4th-order surfaces, and occur within an encompassed 5th-order floor. In a channel 

stacking pattern, a channel could be captured and incised by another channel. A surface that 

binds a cluster of scoop-shaped 5th order channel surfaces is a 6th-order surface (e.g., channel 

belt). The channel (5th-order surface) should not be mistaken with 4th-order surface binding a 

small scour channel element (SC). Surfaces of 6th-order and higher are normally regionally 

extensive and traceable for hundreds of meters (e.g., Holbrook, 2001). Moreover, channel belts 

are bound by nested extensive surfaces and 7th-order binding surfaces. 7th-order surfaces are 

bound by valley fill boundaries, 8th-order. A sequence boundary, 9th-order, encompasses all 

the lower order surfaces and is the highest recognized order in the bounding surfaces ranks 

(Holbrook, 2001).   

Normally larger surfaces, 7th-order and higher, record larger, allocyclic incisional 

events, and have been interpreted as nested valley, valley fill and regional sequence 

boundaries (Holbrook, 2001). In addition, the 3rd and higher orders are typically erosional, but 

lower-order bounding surfaces (zero–2nd) are recording a depositional hiatus (lamina, ripple, 

dunes and bars) (Miall, 1985). Each bounding surface is bundled by higher order rank to fit in a 

hierarchical or nested progression pattern (Miall, 1996; Holbrook, 2001). 

There are eight basic architectural elements in fluvial deposits (Figure 13). Each 

element is formed by a facies assemblage and has geometry and formation time that are 

exclusive and separated by bounding surfaces (Miall, 1988a, 1988b, 1985; Table 1, Figure 13). 

Authors have expanded upon these rules and modified their definitions where needed (e.g., 

Allen and Fielding, 2007) and recognized that other elements maybe defined at higher levels in 

the architecture hierarchy (Miall, 1996; Holbrook, 2001). 
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Figure 15: Interpretation of fluvial units of Huerfano Canyon using Architectural Element 
Analysis and facies assemblages (Holbrook, 2001). 

 

A set of criteria and rules is used for mapping surfaces and assessing ranks from 

photos. Four assessments need to be applied in mapping surfaces: First, each surface is 

considered unique and laterally continuous until truncated or imperceptible. Second, a surface 

may truncate another, but surfaces may not cross. Third, any location on a surface must be 

younger than the material/surfaces it cuts and older than material/surfaces it binds. Fourth, 

lower-order surfaces will be truncated against equal or higher-order binding surfaces. Surface 

orders were then assigned based on guidelines. The order of a surface will be one order higher 

than the highest-order surface it truncates or binds. Surfaces truncate against surfaces of equal 

or higher ranks, and similar, but nested, surfaces maybe treated as a set of boundaries of equal 

orders, but the set should be ultimately bounded by a surface of higher rank. The definitions and 

characteristics of the surfaces are summarized in Table 1 (Holbrook, 2001). 
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This field work also scrutinized lithofacies, in vertical and lateral extension, based on 

internal sedimentary structures textures and grain sizes of any assemblages of facies. Finally, 

photos and drawings are merged and superimposed for interpretation. However, lithofacies are 

used prior to interpretation of bounding surfaces to assign and interpret architectural elements.  

Analysis using architectural methodology commences with defining bounding surfaces 

of different hierarchies within Pennsylvanian to Permian fluvial formations of the Shafer and 

Canyonland basins from panoramic photos based upon Architectural Element Analysis. A series 

of dip and strike orientation outcrops were photographed and photos were merged for bounding 

surface analysis. In this research Architectural Element Analysis was applied to the FL2 fluvial 

interval of the Permian Cutler Group in two Shafer basin locations (Potash and Goose Neck) 

near Moab, Southeast Utah. The fluvial unit FL3 is the other studied section in Canyonland 

basin positioned to the southeast of the FL2 section and the city of Moab (Figure 2, 3, 4, and 7). 

Besides assigning the bounding surfaces, fluvial elements (point bars, channels, levee, etc.) 

and lithofacies, e.g., trough cross-bedded sandstone (St), horizontally bedded sandstone (Sh), 

etc., are recorded and plotted on the photos. And finally, an interpretation is applied to the FL2 

and FL3 fluvial sections. The result will elucidate studied fluvial units and their depositional 

environment, and the factors that contributed to their formation. It also provides an explanation 

to how these three spatial and temporal fluvial units are influenced and characterized by up 

dip/down dip allocyclic climate and sea-level controls (see Appendix). 
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Table 2: Fluvial bounding surfaces definitions and characteristics. 
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Figure 16: Observed facies in the Shafer basin, Utah. From the top left to the right: (A, B) trough 

cross-bedded fluvial deposits, (C) erosive scours (sequence boundary) at the bottom of the 
extensive fluvial rocks - base of the FL2, (D) incising channel into underlying sand dune, (E) 
laminar fluvial sand sheet, (F) pebble and conglomerate fluvial bed(g) trough cross-bedded 

fluvial medium to coarse sandstones (Canyonland), (H) stacking multi-story channels 
(Canyonland). 

A  B 
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Figure 17: Observed facies in the Shafer basin, Utah (from the top left to the right): (A) fluvial 
convoluted bed, (B) paleosol, (C) fluvial overbank deposits, (D) marine limestone underlying 

immature paleosol, (E) planar cross-bedded sand sheet dunes, (F) massive sandstone dunes, 
(G) shore current marine grainstone, (H) Cedar Mesa limestone. 
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CHAPTER 3 

DATA/RESULTS 

The study of fluvial units of the Lower Cutler beds has been divided in this study based 

on their location within the Shafer basin into: (1) Potash, (2) Goose Neck, and (3) Canyonland 

locations. 

3.1 The Potash location 

There are several paleo-current measurements that indicate dominantly a SW direction 

for fluvial units, extending from the previously existing Uncompahgre uplift to the paleo-shore 

line (FL2, FL3); however, there are a few NW paleo-current directions as well (Figure 18 and 

19). 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 18: (A) Rose diagrams showing paleo-current direction of the FL2 of the Shafer basin 
(Potash) only. Left diagram showing general paleo-current direction of all fluvial units of the 
Lower Cutler beds that varies from SE to NW (blue color represents mean direction of the 

paleo-direction). Right diagram shows general direction of FL2 of the Shafer basin (Potash) 
dipping at a W-NW direction. Note discussion of variation among paleo-current direction. (B) 

The rose diagram showing general direction of aeolian sand dunes of Lower Cutler beds in the 
Shafer basin (Potash). Note the mean SE direction of paleo-currents from sand bodies (Blue = 

mean ± 1 Standard deviation (Sd), Green= mean ± 1-2 (Sd), Yellow = mean ± 2-3 Sd). 
 
 

A. 

B. 
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Figure 19: At many localities FL2 unit in the Potash location showed NW paleo-direction that is 

at odds with the general SW direction. 
   

 
 

Figure 20: Stratigraphic cross-section of Lower Cutler beds in Shafer basin (Potash). Fluvial 
unit enclosed by a square is FL2 fluvial unit. FL2 shows 4 fluvial stories/cycles and is bounded 

by aeolian dunes. The Cedar Mesa limestone/sandstone is marked by red arrows (top left). 
   

. 

Most of fluvial rocks dip SW, East. Locally dipping to the NW has also been observed. 

FL1 

FL2 

FL3 

FL3 

St Dipping NW 

Paleo-current direction 
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Two sections are studied in the Lower Cutler beds in the Shafer Basin (Potash) with 

respective dip and strike orientations (see Appendix). Trough cross-bedded sandstone (St) is 

the dominant lithofacies, however, horizontally bedded sandstone (Sh) can be seen as well. 

DAB is a boundary that marks lithofacies changes from flat and wavy sand-sheets (Sh) to 

trough cross - bedded sand-waves (St). Similarly, the FIV surface punctuates the abrupt change 

in direction (SE to SW paleo-current change), lithofacies, and transport agent (windblown sand-

sheets to fluvial deposited bars) (Figure 21, B and D).  

 
 

Figure 21: Shafer basin (Potash) fluvial lithofacies are in the order (A) Trough cross-bedded 
within lateral accretion bars (LA). (B) DAB (dry aeolian/interdune boundary) is the base of 

aeolian dune (yellow line); FIV is the base of the FL2 unit presented as a sequence boundary 
surface. The trough cross-bedded at the base is in strike orientation. (C) Horizontally bedded 
sandstone (Sh) reflects the increase in hydraulic velocity within the first fluvial story. (D) is the 

dip view of the Section B. Note the lowermost unit (Sh) which represents damp surfaces of 
aeolian interdune. 

3.2 The Goose Neck location 

The Shafer basin fluvial unit near the Goose Neck location by the Colorado River loop 

has a very similar vertical pattern to the Lower Cutler beds in the Potash location. It is based by 

a fluvial incision into dry aeolian sandstone and is topped by another aeolian sandstone. The 

unit FL2 retains stacks of fining upward sediments with scours separating the unit into three 

cycles (Figure 22, 23 and 24, see Appendix).  
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In the vertical section limestone passes upward into paleosol and interdune, then 

aeolian dune. The FL2 unit cuts into dry aeolian sand and even into the underlying paleosol-

interdune section (Figure 22). 

The FL2 facies in the Goose Neck location are trough cross-bedded sandstone (St), horizontally 

bedded sandstone (Sh), and planar cross-bedded sandstone (Sp) (Figure 23 and 24, 

Appendix).   A paleo-current direction is not available. 

In this location, at least three separate fluvial elements are identified: lateral accretion 

bars (LA), channel fill (CH), and floodplain deposits (FF), (Figure 25, and Appendix). 

The second fluvial cycle is marked by a paleo-river incision into the overbank fines of 

the first cycle. The concave up erosional surface incised deeply into the lower bars and 

deposited coarse grained sediments at its base. The second cycle encompasses several 

migrating accretion bars within channels that at times were incised by other channels. The 

second cycle is aggrading and seemingly has created a nested or channel amalgamating 

pattern (Figure 25). The third cycle is represented by migrations of several trough cross-

bedded, mid-channel/macroform bars downstream in a channel belt or nested valley.  
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Figure 22: Stratigraphic cross-section of the Lower Cutler beds in the Shafer basin (Goose Neck 
location). The vertical section on this photo confirms the large size of fluvial unit FL2 that is 
underlying dry aeolian sand dune. Note how the lower aeolian sand is pinching out to the 

Southwest (left of photo). 
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Figure 23: Goose Neck Fluvial unit in the Shafer basin (Lower Cutler beds, dip direction). 
Majority of lithofacies in this section are trough cross–bedded (St), horizontally bedded 

sandstone (Sh), and some planar cross - beds (Sp). 
 

 
Figure 24: The FL2 has incised in the lower aeolian unit below, and aggrades till incised by 

second fluvial cycle (arrow). The second cycle maybe a terrace complex surface, or a channel 
belt (arrow on the left side of the photo. Also see notes in discussion). The third cycle channel 

belt has incised into the second cycle creating a vertical stalking of channel belts. Note the 
first cycle thickness that characterizes several stories of trough cross-bedded lateral accretion 

bars. 
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Figure 25: Fluvial deposits of the Shafer basin (Goose Neck). The fluvial unit has incised into an 
aeolian sand dune. The first fluvial unit aggrades up to few meters height and gets incised by a 
terrace or a channel belt. The third fluvial incision would be of a channel belt or higher. In this 

figure architectural elements such as LA (lateral accretion bars), SG (sediment gravity flow), FF 
(overbank fine) are observed. Bounding surfaces include a valley fill boundary at the base of the 
FL2. Surfaces 1-4 orders occur within a channel. Channels are 5th-order surfaces that maybe 
bounded by a channel belt 6-order surface. Note: refer to Table 1 for more information about 

surfaces classification. 
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3.3. The Canyonland location 

The Canyonland Upper Paleozoic fluvial unit represents the uppermost fluvial excursion 

into the Lower Cutler beds (FL3). The Canyonland fluvial unit represents at least two channel 

belt cycles within the cross-section. Yellow lines represent the channel belt surfaces (Figure 26). 

 
 
 

Figure 26: The Canyonland fluvial unit is the uppermost layer in the photo. It is recognized by 
trough cross-bedded sandstone (St) within downstream accretion bar (DA). It is incising into dry 

aeolian dune beds and is overlain by a very thick interbedded bioclastic, grainstone and 
carbonate mudstone. These transgressive limestone beds are visible to the right of the photo 

(grayish bluish). The uppermost Lower Cutler beds fluvial unit represents a multiple of complex 
braided/meandering stacking channel belts. 
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The base of the measured cross-section is aeolian dune sand approximately five 

meters thick, underlying interdune strata. The fluvial unit of three meters thickness fines upward  

Figure 27: Paleozoic fluvial unit in the Canyonland basin is underlain by aeolian dune and 
overlying by marine limestone. 

 

into completely chaotic and convoluted beds. Convolution and convoluted beds are most 

common in the top of fluvial unit and the top of the fluvial unit is capped by marine limestone 

(Figure 27).   

Pebbles mixed with fine to silty beds are at the base of the studied fluvial unit in the 

Canyonland basin. The fluvial incision into interdune strata has the same style incision of 

underlying rocks as FL2 in the Lower Cutler beds of the Shafer basin in the Potash location; 

however, sediments here are finer.  

Lithofacies are trough cross-bedded sandstone (St), horizontally bedded sandstone 

(Sh), and convoluted bedded structure (Cv) within channel belt fills (Figure 28).  Paleo-current 

measurements and directions were not collected. 

  The Canyonland fluvial deposits are composed of several architectural elements such as 

lateral accretion bars (LA), mid-channel bars, and channel fill elements (CF) (see Appendix for 

more details). Likewise, the Canyonland basin section is composed of several stacked channel 

Convoluted beds 

Aeolian dune 
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li 
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belts that each has incised and aggraded till the incision of the next overlying channel belt. In 

addition, each channel belt may encompass a channel that is filled with either an accretion bar 

element (LA) or channel fill element (CF). The base of FL3 is bound by a sequence boundary. 

The top of the FL3 unit is charactorized mainly by convoluted bedded sandstone (Figure 29 and 

30). 

 

Figure 28: Observed lithofacies in the Canyonland fluvial unit. (A) A horizontally bedded 
sandstone (Sh), A convoluted–bedded sandstone (Cv), the sequence boundary (Sb). (B) A 

trough cross–bedded sandstone (St), and a channel fill (Ch). (C) A convoluted–bedded 
sandstone (Cv), and a horizontally bedded – sandstone (Sh). (D) A trough cross–bedded 

sandstone (St), a channel (Ch), and the sequence boundary (Sb). 
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Figure 29: FL3 fluvial unit that is highly affected by convoluted bedded sandstone (Cv-white  
arrows) in the uppermost part of the channel belt. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION 

This study builds on the macrostratigraphy of two stratigraphic fluvial units ( FL2 and 

FL3) confirmed within the Lower Cutler beds in the Shafer basin and defined by previous 

authors (Jordan and Mountney, 2010). The fluvial unit FL2 was studied in the Potash and 

Goose Neck locations, whereas FL3 was studied in the Canyonland location (Jordan and 

Mountney 2010). This research also compares the Lower Cutler beds fluvial units in the Shafer 

basin (Potash and Goose Neck) location (i.e., FL2) with the Canyonland fluvial unit (FL3) with 

respect to fluvial architecture and depositional environments.  

4.1 The Potash location 

The fluvial Lower Cutler beds in the Shafer basin exhibit a fluvial system that aggraded 

above a sequence boundary. The boundary extends for at least 65 km (Jordan and Mountney, 

2010), 3.7 km of which were examined for this research in the Shafer basin. This fluvially 

scoured sequence boundary has completely removed the underlying aeolian sand at many 

locations and is juxtaposed directly above lower interdune beds.  

Dip oriented trough-cross sets from migrating dunes within lateral accretion bar 

elements (LA), are at the base of the FL2 unit in the Potash location. The upper part of the 

basal lateral accretion bar is cut by another large extending surface that is of a terrace order 

that encompasses several amalgamated small channels or bar surfaces. The absence of 

overbank deposits suggests their potential removal by incision of the higher order surface that 

starts the next fluvial aggradational cycle. The nested channels in the second cycle are incised 

by trough cross-bedded braid bars of the third cycle (Potash dip direction, see Appendix). 

The Lower Cutler beds lithofacies of FL2 section in the Shafer basin incise blown sand-

sheet to interdunes.  The FL2 fluvial unit aggrades to aeolian sand waves and other lithofacies 
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(Figure 20). The Cedar Mesa limestone represents the upper boundary of the Lower Cutler 

beds (Figure 17). 

The paleo-direction of rivers in the FL2 unit of the Potash location was from northeast 

to the southwest (Terrell, 1972; Mack, 1977; Jordan and Mountney, 2010). However, this 

research has recorded several NW paleo-direction trends of the FL2 unit (Figure 18 and 19). To 

describe this inconsistency, these fluvial bars may have been deposited south-southwestward 

but tectonically have been rotated 45 degrees to the north later (Condon, 1997). Alternatively, 

paleo-current discrepancies among bars and stories may reflect either local tectonism or nodal 

avulsion (Gibling, 2006). Due to the inaccessibility of the Goose Neck unit, paleo-current 

measurement was not possible. 

Lateral accretion elements derived from migration of 3-D side-attached bars are 

dominant in the lowermost section of the FL2 unit in the Potash location. The channel element 

(CH) is almost absent from the lower part of the unit. However, channels are abundant in the 

middle to upper section of the unit. This observation affirms the local change from less 

channelizing, stable to more channelizing, smaller and more complex bars and channels 

reflective of a transition to more braided and/or smaller straight rivers with less large lateral 

attached bars (Figure 3). This transition compounds with each phase of incision within the FL2 

sand sheet. These mid-bars are incising and stacking secondary channels (see Appendix; Dip 

direction).  

The studied FL2 section in the Shafer basin (Potash, strike orientation) shows three 

valley scours in which each has nests of several channel belts. Troughs of cross-bedded 

sandstone (St) are the most dominant facies. Channel element (Ch) and Nested channel fill 

(Nc) are the only elements that were apparent (Appendix). Lack or absence of overbank 

deposits maybe interpreted as incision of the upper braided channel belt into the mixed 

meandering/braided lower channel belt by paleo-rivers that constantly cut and filled during 

overall aggradation. The clear transition from thick and large stable channels producing large 
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bars to smaller channels and/or braid systems is not as apparent in this orientation.  Channel 

belts of the lower cycle are more vertically amalgamated and the preserved part is thinner. 

4.2 The Goose Neck location 

The FL2 unit stratigraphic section is approximately six to over eight meters thick in the 

Goose Neck location and has deposited pebble/coarse grains at its base.  It is partitioned by 

two extensive surfaces that are terrace or valley boundaries that split the section into three 

cycles (Figure 24, 25 and Appendix).  

The first cycle of the FL2 unit is formed by several layers of low-angle trough sets 

interpreted as parts of large lateral accretion bars elements that have incised into aeolian 

dunes. The medium-order bounding surfaces (3-4) of the lateral accretion bars appear to be 

large and flat on strike orientation. The formation of stories of small channel above these 

surfaces would be consistent with chutes on a large mid-channel or a point bar of a sizable 

river. Each stacked (LA) bar fines upward until cut by an extensive fluvial valley surface of a 

second cycle (Figure 24 and Appendix). The second cycle is aggrading and filled with what 

seems to be a stacking of near flat mid channels bars that cut the accretion point bars within the 

same cycle (Figure 24, 25 and Appendix). This structure shows a major change in the fluvial 

system along with a new cycle of valley incision and aggradation (c.f., Holbrook et al., 2006). 

Moreover, the third cycle formed by cutting of the second cycle’s top followed by the stacking of 

large trough cross-bedded bars based by a bounding surface of nested valley/valley size order. 

Architectural elements of the FL2 in the Goose Neck locations include channel element (CH), 

lateral stories of lateral accretion bars (LA), and trough cross-bedded mid channel bars (DA). 

Channel elements (CH) are fills of secondary (bar top) and primary (bar lateral) channels in a 

dominantly braided river system. Nonetheless, having large stacking lateral point bars in the 

first, and partly in the second cycle, supports FL2 formation by a mixed braided/meandering 

river system. The strike orientation channels or channel belts appear to be laterally flat or 

possess low angle dipping surfaces.  
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Valley incision might be as a consequence of changing equilibrium gradient because of 

variation in balance of discharge and sediment supply. Temporarily increased discharge could 

cause channel incision. Conversely, more sediment could have been derived from the 

Uncompahgre uplift to cause aggradation after incision. The incision into lower fluvial units and 

the lowering of the base level may have formed reincision of aggrading fluvial deposits 

preserved as the higher order surfaces that partition FL2. From cross-section stratigraphy, the 

Shafer basin FL2 unit underlies several tens of meters of continental aeolian and interdune 

deposits indicating a change in climate and no indication sea level rise (Loope, 1985). This 

phenomenon is in contradiction with the general back-stepping filling processes which occur 

with a flooding of the terraces and valley fills with constant sea-level rise and sediment supply in 

deltaic regions (Rodriquez et al., 2005). This process suggests that terraces exhibit the cut and 

fill and record changes in the balance of sediment and river discharge during an overall 

aggradational trend well up dip of the strand, rather than indicate discrete base level rises and 

falls associated with transgression and regression. The paleo shoreline would have been too far 

from the FL2 unit location for sea-level shift to have controlled or changed the base level.   

Based on the Architectural Element Analysis of the FL2 unit (both locations), it can be 

inferred that mobile channel belts deposited their narrow to broad sheets (c.f.,Gibling, 2006) 

through unconfined braided systems that fed paleo coastlines much farther down dip (Jordan 

and Moutney, 2010). A single thread meandering river, however, may produce sheet-like 

sandstone if subsidence is low and if avulsion frequency and rates of channel migration are high 

(e.g., Holbrook and Schumm, 1999). 

Siliciclastic sand (medium, fine) is the main sediment grain for fluvial units in the Potash 

and the Goose Neck locations. The FL2 unit in the Potash location has grains ranging from 

some pebbles at the base to medium sand and fining upward. Siltstone and mudstone are 

completely absent. However, this research has documented a remnant of the floodplain section 

(silt, mud) that had existed but has been incised and removed by overlying fluvial bars (Figure 
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23, D). A deep incision well beyond the depth of a channel belt into the flood plain in an 

aggraded valley fill and its removal has created a valley sized boundary (Figure 25, and 

Appendix) 

Low vegetation, high precipitation and delivery of large quantities of bed load, or 

interaction of increasing slope and great discharge (e.g., Leopold and Wolfman, 1957; Schumm, 

1968), have produced FL2 braided fluvial architecture. Channel bars not exceeding one meter 

in height indicate local and temporal deposition under shallow water. The last fluvial cycle in the 

Goose Neck location (Figure 25), however, represents thick downstream accretion bars (DA) 

and argues for a change in the fluvial style represented by a large river. 

The preserved fluvial units in the Shafer basin (Goose Neck and Potash) show 

aggradation of sediments through a tectonically active basin. The aggradation may well have 

evolved through multiple episodes of interrupting incisions during overall aggradation. 

Furthermore, the floodplain has been incised and cannibalized by the overlying fluvial units. 

There are several reasons for fluvial systems to aggrade. First, preservation of the fluvial unit 

and aggradation is a result of rapid sea-level rise (Skelly et al., 2003). This is not (Loope, 1985) 

at the time of the FL2 deposition.  Secondly, aggradation may have a tectonic origin: decreasing 

slope owing to subsidence also causes aggradation of fluvial deposits (Posamentier et al., 

1992; Schumm, 1993; Wescott, 1993; and Holbrook and Schumm, 1999) as may be the case in 

the Lower Cutler beds which indicate deposits of the Shafer basin were aggraded through 

subsidence of the Paradox Foreland Basin. Third, the channel bed aggrades when the sediment 

supply exceeds the discharge power (Bagnold, 1973). It is conceivable that aggradation records 

a net increase in sediment supply over the duration of the FL2 unit with interrupted incision 

events.   

4.3 The Canyonland location 

The studied fluvial deposit is marked by a river channel belt that has carried some 

pebble/coarse grains, which are preserved at its base (see Appendix). The studied FL3 unit 
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outcrop demonstrates a ~ twenty nine meters long fluvial channel belt surface that has nested 

several low angles channels.  The belts are thin and appear to preserve complete to near-

complete bars, which implies that the forming channels were shallow.  

Fluvial sediments with large and flat bounding surfaces incise into a wet interdune of 

sand, silt and mud sheets. The wet interdune strata beneath the FL3 unit represents a time 

when discharge completely drowned aeolian sand bars and re-deposited them as sand 

laminated sheets. Nonetheless, it may be the raising water-table that created damp surfaces 

and halted aeolian sand-dune migration.   

The Canyonland fluvial unit fines upwards to bar deposits that are completely chaotic 

and convoluted. This transition marks the top of the fluvial unit which then transitions to 

limestone recording a trangressive marine incursion (Figure 27). The reduction of sediments is 

documented by white sandstone at the very top of the fluvial unit in the Canyonland basin. This 

color transition could be due to an anoxic environment where the sediments were deposited.   

The Canyonland fluvial unit geometry and scale of bars and channels deposited up to 

two to three meters appear to represent deposition within at least three stories of stacked 

channel belts.  Tough cross-bedded point bars seem to have been liquefied throughout the top 

of the channel belt and did not disturb the whole fluvial outcrop.  This is due to local abrupt fault 

displacement while sediments were saturated beneath the water table. Liquefaction occurs 

because of the increased pore pressure and reduced effective stress between solid particles 

generated by the presence of liquid. It is often caused by severe shaking, especially that 

associated with earthquakes (Dzulynski and Smith, 1963) (Figure 30). The basin in which the 

FL3 was probably deposited was a lowland coastal river system which would have had a high 

water table that would have saturated these sands. An earthquake greater than 6.4 Mo could 

have induced regional liquefaction in these alluvial aquifers much like in the well studied case of 

the New Madrid seismic zone (Tuttle and Schweig, 1995).  This would have mostly affected the 

upper shallow and less compacted belt and cause regional convolution of these beds. The 
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source of the earthquake may have been deep and far up to 300 km away from the affected 

area if the earth quake were large as in the case of the Holocene fault displacement in 

Tennessee and of the New Madrid seismic zone that liquefied lowland fluvial sands of the 

Mississippi River floodplain (Tuttle et al., 2006). Synsedimentary regional deformation and 

liquefaction of sediments during the middle Jurassic due to meteor impact and its seismic 

effects has also been noticed in the Entrada Formation of southeastern Utah (Alvarez, et al., 

1998). 

 

Figure 30: Liquefaction of sediment before and after an earthquake. 

Documented channel incisions in the Canyonland basin may indicate deposition within 

a low accumulation space, yet still high sediment delivery to the proximate shoreline. Fluvial 

drowning by the overlying marine transgression indicates deposition within a coastal system 

and transition from fluvial aggradation to landward facies shift as the lowered sea-level buttress 

began to rise (Zaitlin et al., 1994; Shanley and McCabe, 1994).  
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In general, the fluvial units of the Canyonland basin are deposited by laterally and 

vertically amalgamated channel belts. These channel belts bound several channels so that each 

encompasses mid-channel and lateral accretion point bars. The geometry of the bars is shallow 

but somewhat wide which could be consistent with a braided fluvial system. Furthermore, 

similar to the FL2 fluvial section, the Canyonland fluvial unit is also composed of a mix-complex 

braided meandering system due to the presence of both mid-channel scours and large lateral 

accretion bars interbedded and incising one another. The top of the belt is marked by the 

liquefaction of sediment due to seismic activities. The presence of a white sandstone bed that 

overlies the convoluted beds is suggestive of a deepening water level and invasion of anoxic 

groundwater and the limestone that tops it is evidence for a large magnitude eustatic sea-level 

cycle transgression.  

The lateral channelizing style could be the result of a decreased buffer zone thickness 

at the low slopes near the shoreline.  The stacking of discrete channel belts without intervening 

valley incision record steady rise of sea level and deposition near the shore in a buffer zone too 

thin to support valley reincision as transgression commenced. The Canyonland fluvial unit is 

inferred to be the distal deposits of fluvial sand migration toward a paleo-shoreline.  
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

1) Aggradation of Lower Cutler beds is driven by a general subsidence of the basin overprinted 

by a switch from aeolian to fluvial conditions that generated sequence boundaries below FL2 

and Fl3 prior to eventual marine transgression over unit FL3. 

2) Fluvial aggradation in the FL2 unit was nonlinear, and was punctuated by episodes of buffer-

valley incision that formed higher order surfaces that reflect changes in sediment versus 

water supply in the discrete drainages or rivers.  These valley incision events do not 

necessarily generate surfaces that correlate beyond the discrete valley. These surfaces 

produced a partitioned fluvial architecture. 

3) Changes in the architecture of the fluvial units across higher order valley  surfaces indicate 

changes in fluvial style associated with renewed aggradation after incision.  The architecture 

of FL2 and FL3 reflects an overall mixture of braided and meandering river systems, rather 

than a consistent river pattern throughout deposition. 

4) The FL2 unit is associated with punctuated aggradation because of its locality remote from 

the paleo-sea where the buffer zone was thick throughout aggradation and permitted 

reincision of buffer valleys during the overall aggradational trend. The FL3 units  do not 

record the punctuated aggradation seen in the FL2 unit due to its proximity to the sea and a 

thin and steadily rising coastal buffer zone. 

5) Regional liquefaction at the top of the Canyonland section reflects large (>6.5Mo) 

earthquakes associated with the end of FL3 deposition. 
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APPENDIX 

ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF FLUVIAL ROCKS
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Architectural Element Analysis of Fluvial Rocks 

Shafer basin Location: Strike (left) and dip (right) orientation 
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Goose Neck Location 
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Canyonland basin Location 
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